
The MSM / Colloidal Silver (CS) Protocol For Cancer 
 
This Methyl Sulfonyl Methane (MSM) / Colloidal Silver (CS) protocol is extremely safe and easy 
to use. It does not cause any type of body odor but may cause very slight bad breath. However, 
one hour after taking the MSM the person can take a breath mint if desired. 
 
The design of this protocol is based on highly effective cancer treatments and in time (with 
patient feedback) this protocol will become a significantly effective cancer treatment protocol.  In 
many cases, this protocol will be recommended to treat the pain of cancer. While it is hoped that 
this protocol will be a superb protocol for treating the pain of cancer, it is also hoped to be a 
major cancer treatment. 
 
What Causes Cancer? 
This protocol is designed to revert cancer cells into normal cells. In order to understand how this 
protocol does this, it is necessary to understand exactly what causes cancer and how a cancer 
cell can be reverted into a normal cell. 
 
A detailed discussion of the theory behind reverting cancer cells into normal cells can be found 
in this article: 
What Causes Cancer 
 
About the MSM / Colloidal Silver (CS) Protocol 
The MSM / CS Protocol for cancer includes two substances: 
 
MSM (Methyl Sulfonyl Methane), 
Colloidal Silver (using silver made with the CollGen2 silver generator) 
While both of these items are anti-microbial, it is the combination of the two items which is 
designed to kill microbes inside of cancer cells. The MSM will “open up” the cancer cell ports 
and the CS will get inside of the cancer cells to hopefully kill all of the microbes inside the 
cancer cells. Once the microbes inside a cancer cell are dead, the cell will soon be able to 
restore its normal metabolism and will revert into a normal cell. Because the microbes that 
cause cancer are inside of the cancer cells, simply flooding the body with antimicrobial 
substances will NOT cure cancer. 
 
In addition, the high doses of MSM in this protocol will help clean lactic acid out of the 
bloodstream and will help clean microbes out of the bloodstream, which will, in turn, rebuild the 
immune system. 
 
Note: In order to make CollGen2 colloidal silver, distilled or de-ionized water is necessary. 
 
Companies that make appropriate distilled water for this device include Rite Aid Crystal Lakes 
Distilled Water, Jewel Osco Distilled Water, Kroger Distilled Water, Meyers Distilled water, and 
Culligan. There may be others as well. The device will not work if the mineral content is over 10 



ppm. 
 
De-ionized water filters are very inexpensive and are used by those who have tropical fish 
aquariums. For example, see “SpectraPure/MaxPure” devices (the smallest version) at: 
www.marinedepot.com 
http://www.marinedepot.com/SpectraPure_Maxpure_RO_DI_System_24_to_40_Gallons_Per_D
ay_RO_DI_Water_Filter_Systems-SpectraPure-YSP1311-FIRORDFT-vi.html 
 
To make this type of silver it is necessary to use distilled water or “deionized water,” as 
mentioned above. 


